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Left – Right: Frederick Patterson, President, Major William A. Campbell

1 25 Photo of T. M. Campbell, Jr. Noel Campbell, and William Campbell
1 26 Photo of T. M. Campbell – Son – Captain William A. Campbell 99th Fighter Squadron, U. S. Army – U.S.A
1 27 Photo of Abbie Noel Campbell (Mitchell) U. S. Army – Daughter
1 28 Photo of Abbie Noel Campbell (Mitchell) U. S. Army – Daughter
1 29 Photo of Emily Virginia Campbell (Hawkins) – Daughter
1 30 Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. Daughters and Children
Left – Right: unknown, unknown, Abbie Noel Campbell (Mitchell) Rose Elizabet (Hawkins), unknown, unknown children
1 31 Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. with wife and daughters at Agriculture’s Honor Awards Ceremony
Left – Right: Miss Rose Elizabeth Campbell, T. M. Campbell, Anna Campbell, Mrs. Emily Virginia Campbell Hawkins
T. M. Campbell, Sr., Extension Service Field Agent admires the Superior Service Award he received from Secretary of Agriculture Clinton P. Anderson for outstanding agricultural extension work. November 24, 1947
1 32 Photo of Emily Virginia Campbell (Hawkins)
1 33 Photo of Emily Virginia Campbell (Hawkins) with Nurses
1 34 Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. Family and Friends (Unidentified Photos)
1 35 Photo of Emily Virginia Campbell Hawkins and David Hawkins
1 36 Photo of T. M. Campbell, Jr. with Family (Left – Right: Anna Marie Ayers Campbell (mother), Helen Campbell (wife), T. M. Campbell, Jr. Unknown
1 37 Photo of William A. Campbell and wife (?)
1 38 Photo of William A. Campbell – Mayor – Army Air Force
1 39 Photo of Abbie Noel Campbell (Mitchell) and William A. Campbell
1 40 Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. with T. M. Campbell, Jr. and Abbie Noel Campbell
1 41 Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. – Mrs. Campbell receiving outstanding Achievement Recognition for her husband – 8/16/56
Left – Right: Ezelle M. Hawkins, Mrs. Anna M. Campbell, Claudine Tubbs
Photo show Mrs. Campbell receiving an album showing highlights of her husband’s career in the U. S. Department of Agriculture
1 42 Photo of T. M. Campbell – Retirement Banquet
Left – Right: Mr. and Mrs. Hosley, unknown, T. M. Campbell, Sr. Anna Campbell, Mr. John Palmer
1 43 Photo of T. M. Campbell – Bust
1 44 Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. (Unidentified Photos of Family Friends)

2 1 Photo of Left – Right: T. M. Campbell, Sr. and J. A. Evans
2 2 Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. last Farmer’s Conference – 1956
Photo 1: Left – Right: President Harry S. Truman is presented the plaque of the Infantry School Insignia “Follow Me” Mayor General Withers A. Burress

Photo 2: Left – Right: President Harry S. Truman and Major General Withers A. Burress

Photo 3: Left – Right: President Harry S. Truman, Louis Johnson – Secretary Defense, Major General P. W. Clarkson, Major General Withers A. Burress

Photo 11: Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr.
Left – Right: unknown, T. M. Campbell, Sr. M. L. Wilson, Director Department of Agriculture

Photo 12: Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. (Left – Right: T. M. Campbell, John Mitchell)

Photo 13: Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. (Left – Right: unknown, T. M. Campbell – Field Agent, Extension Service, USDA

Photo 14: Photo of T. M. Campbell – First Negro Agent – 11/12/1906
Left – Right: M. L. Wilson, Director, T. M. Campbell, Dr. I. A. Derbigny, Vice President, Tuskegee Institute

Commemoration the beginning of Extension Work among Negroes in America

Photo 15: Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. – First Negro Farm Demonstration Agent – Nov. 1906

Photo 16: Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. – Speaking

Photo 17: Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. – Receiving Award

Photo 18: Photo of T. M. Campbell with Honorable Henry A. Wallace – Founder’s Day 1946

Photo 19: Photo of International Women’s Day – Birmingham England – March 8, 1945

Photo 20: Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. in His Office

Photo 21: Photo of William A. Campbell receiving citation
Left – Right: Dr. Frederick D. Patterson, William A. Campbell

Photo 22: Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. – Receiving Superior Service Award (1947)
Left – Right: Clinton P. Anderson, unknown, T. M. Campbell, Sr.
3rd Photo: T. M. Campbell, Sr. with family after receiving Superior Service Award (11/24/1947)

Photo 23: Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. – Photo – Ham and Egg Show – 1949

Photo 24: Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. – Planning the Regional 4-H Encampment 1948 (Left – Right: T. M. Campbell, Sr. and John W. Mitchell)
225 Photo of T. M. Campbell with Dr. J. A. Evans (Associate Chief Dept. Agriculture) November 18, 1906
226 Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. – Agents Meeting in Louisiana – 1925
227 Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. – Regional 4-H Club
Photo shows child pianist Frank “Sugar Chile” Robinson receiving 4-H plaque at the first Regional 4-H Club (1948)
228 Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. – At Supervisor Meeting – Louisiana 1946 (Left – Right:  T. M. Campbell, Sr, H. C. Sanders, and Mrs. Pauline Brown and others
229 Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. – Photos – 4-U Awarder – 1/17/1949
230 Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. – Farmer Conference – Tuskegee Institute Year (unknown)
231 Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. – Instructor (Seated at head of table – T. M Campbell, Sr., Instructor Short Course for Colored Extension Workers held at Alcorn College August 15 – September 2, 1949)
232 Photo of T. M. Campbell with Sandy McCorvey (center) and Charles Trout (Right)
233 Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. – site of Extension Service – Tuskegee University (Unveiling of site of Extension Service at Tuskegee University)
334 Photo of the KNAPP Agricultural Truck – Extension Service
335 Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. – Scene Shows boys making fly swats at Movable school – Morgan County, AL
336 Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. – The O. C. Crowe Project
337 Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. – The Mary Simpson – Carliss Project (The New Home)
338 Photo of the Hill Taylor Project
339 Photo of the Tom Moss Project
340 Photo of T. M. Campbell, Camp Director with D. D. Allen, Secretary Treasurer – August 8-15, 1950 (Regional 4-H Club Camp, Virginia State College, Petersburg, Virginia)
341 Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. - at State Park, Alexander City, AL 1938
342 Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. with Field Agent John B. Pierce – 1941 Left – Right:  John B. Pierce, Field Agent, Claude R. Wickard, Former Secretary of Agriculture, T. M. Campbell, Sr, unknown
343 Photo of Macon County Best Products Parade (Campus Avenue)
344 Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. – A Collection of Photographs – Booker T. Washington Birthplace
345 Photo of T. M. Campbell – Photo of Student (unknown)
346 Photo of T. M. Campbell dictating report for the foundation
Photo T. M. Campbell at gravesite of Rosa Jones Ballard (Agent)

Photo of T. M. Campbell being interviewed

Photo of T. M. Campbell with Mississippi agents in service 20 years and over (T. M. Campbell in service 35 years)

Agricultural Scenes – unidentified locations and subjects

Agricultural Scenes – unidentified locations and subjects

Agricultural Scenes – unidentified locations and subjects

Photo of Farmers Gathering

Photo of Montgomery County Farmers Conference – January 20, 1939

Photo of T. M. Campbell with Mr. and Mrs. Kelley African visitors to the campus

Photo of Rosenwald Schools

Photo or WPA Workers – Grading Street in Front of T. M. Campbell’s House

Photo of repairs at Farm Home

Photo of General Assembly at Farm Home

Photo of Farmers Gathering

Photo of Agricultural Scene – Extension Service – Picnic – Tuskegee Institute

Agricultural Scenes
1. Represents seventeen counties in the Dressmaking Contest
2. Complete exhibits and the girls who made them.
3. Pictured canned and preserved fruits and vegetables.

Agricultural Scenes
1. Planting and Harvesting Crops

Photo of Agricultural Scenes – Alabama

Photo of Agricultural Scenes – Alabama

Photo of Agricultural Scenes – Alabama

Photo of Agricultural Scenes – Arkansas

Photo of Agricultural Scenes – Florida

Photo of Agricultural Scenes – Louisiana

Farm Houses and other structures

Photo of Agricultural Scenes – Louisiana

Planting and Harvesting Vegetables

Photo of Agricultural Scenes – Louisiana

Teaching and Training

Photo of Agricultural Scenes – Mississippi

Photo of Agricultural Scenes – North Carolina

Photo of Agricultural Scenes – South Carolina

Photo of Agricultural Scenes – Tennessee

Photo of Agricultural Scenes – Texas

1. Extension agents
2. Agricultural classroom scenes
3. Smith Hughes Agricultural Teachers and Supervisors – 1926

Photo of Agricultural Scenes – Texas

Photo of Agricultural Scenes – Texas

Farm Houses and other structures

Photo of Agricultural Scenes – Texas
Photo of Agricultural Scenes – Virginia

Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr.
Photos – “Slave Links”

Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr.
Photos – “Slave Links”

Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. – with faculty at College – Nigeria

Photo of Agricultural Scenes – T. M. Campbell with People of Africa

Photo of T. M. Campbell, Sr. – Africa
Photo shows Campbell returning from Africa in 1945. Pointing to areas visited for the General Education Board.
Left – Right: T. M. Campbell, Sr., and Claude R. Wickard – Secretary of Agriculture

Photo of Agricultural Scenes – Africa

Photo of Agricultural Scenes – Africa – People

Photo of Africa Post Cards

Photo of T. M. Campbell – Africa